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THE FATE OF THE EARTH JONATHAN SCHELL

This weighty and closely reasoned book is considered to have changed history.If you are interested

in understanding how the humans manage to avoid blowing themselves up (so far) this is an

important source document.The NYT said in 1982 that is should be reviewed as an "event of

profound historical moment rather than as a book".If you are interested in how history can be

changed by a book read this.

This is an old work but, in my opinion, timeless in providing a uniquely comprehensive perspective

with regard to the consequences of nuclear holocaust. In particular, a decision to annihilate

ourselves is equally a decision to annihilate future generations.

Arrived swiftly and as described.

scarriest book i've ever read.

An excellent book I read when it first came out



The author is clearly a fanatic on nuclear disarmament (and the idea that the arms race was always

mostly our fault). That said, there is still a good deal of solid scientific information here on the nature

of nuclear weapons. One has to take some of the author's projections with a grain of salt later on as

he tends to go beyond the facts to scare the reader, however.

The plot summary for this book has already been explained by other reviewers, so I won't bother

with that here. This book was required for a seminar I took in college about nuclear proliferation.

Despite several presentations by professors studying nuclear proliferation, this book produced the

most conversation (and an intelligent one, at that) surrounding the topic.While a great read, this

book is rather depressing. It paints a rather bleak picture about humanity and outlines how simple it

would be for humanity to be annihilated. I knocked off one star not for this reason, but simply

because the book was not mind-blowing - it was great, but not fantastic.

In Depth analysis of nuclear weapons, the posososibyt of nuclear war and how we must get rid of

them before we use them and thereby get rid of us.
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